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In a business that takes women for granted when it doesn’t discard them, Angela 

Winbush stands apart as a model for a self-contained artist. A producer, writer, and an 

instrumental threat, Winbush is one of the few female auteurs in any genre and for a 

while enjoyed considerable commercial success in the black community. “People are 

always surprised that a black woman can do so many things in the studio,” Winbush said 

in a 1988 interview. “If you can sell records, they don't care if you have stripes and come 

from another planet.” 

 

My paper will argue that Winbush, trained as a gospel pianist and singer, showed what 

success without white pop accommodations looked like in the Reagan era and beyond. 

I’ll address the politics of the era’s R&B crossovers. As René & Angela she and partner 

René Moore scored two R&B #1 hits never got higher than #47 on the Billboard Hot 100. 

Like Maze and Frankie Beverly, René & Angela were considered too “black” for white 

audiences; neither were they interested in a crossover smash like Ashford and Simpson’s 

“Solid” or Aretha Franklin’s “Freeway of Love.” No Bryan Adams or George Michael 

duets greased Winbush’s entry onto pop playlists.  

 

Finally, I’ll look at the span of Winbush’s projects, particularly the way in which she 

fused gospel and mechanized R&B for clients including a young Janet Jackson, and, most 

spectacularly, Stephanie Mills, whose own career went from gospel and Broadway back 

to R&B (and by the end no white crossover). I’ll examine how Winbush feminized 

collaborations with erstwhile husband Ronald Isley. With one foot on the sacred ground 

of religious music, Winbush never forsook R&B—and still shipped gold.  

-------------- 

 

To watch Angela Winbush in archival interviews is to note her self-effacing self-

confidence—a contradiction that doesn’t hold up until tested against the measure of her 

accomplishments. An architecture major at Howard University, the St. Louis native had 

no intention of pursuing a musical career. Singing was a means of earning extra money. 

Then in 1977 she sent a demo to legendary deejay Gary Byrd, who passed it on to his 

friend Stevie Wonder. Impressed, Wonder, at the apex of his career, invited her to join 

backing band Wonderlove, even going so far as to allow her to sit at the mixing board 

with him—an invaluable lesson.  

 

Through co-vocalist Carolyn Dennis, Winbush met René Moore, the brother of Rufus 

bass player Bobby Watson. Much later, Winbush admitted that she and Moore had gone 

out one date before realizing their rapport was musical, not romantic. In 1980 under the 

moniker René & Angela they released their eponymous debut, a pleasant and 

undistinguished album of plush midtempo ballads cushioned with the electric pianos, 

popping bass, and discreet synth squiggles that were the aural signposts of non-disco 

R&B. At its best, the pair’s harmonies had the sweetness of Ashford & Simpson; 



standout “Everything You Do,” a solo Winbush showcase, evokes Minnie Ripperton and 

early seventies Joni Mitchell in its multi-tracked intimacy.  

 

R&A didn’t score their first entry on what was then called the black chart until “I Love 

You More,” a Chic-influenced chant with an indelible piano part and what became one of 

the duo’s signatures: an undulating synth bass, played alternately by Moore and Winbush, 

a tip of the hat to Funkadelic’s Bernie Worrell; it sounded trippier in the years before 

MIDI programming sterilized the possibilities.  

 

[CLIP] 0:30 

 

Hip-hop fans will recognize the #14 hit when it lent spiritual gravitas sixteen years later 

to The Notorious B.I.G and Jay-Z’s “I Love the Dough.” The official credits even 

included Angela Winbush in the “ft.’ credit because she sang the new hook. 

 

[CLIP] 1:30 

 

That track appeared on 1981’s Wall to Wall, a more fully realized distillation of their 

sound as the duo got a handle on the technology and moved away from the boogie 

wonderland into material too spiky for adult contemporary format but was adult in aim 

and approach and decidedly contemporary. The supple “Imaginary Playmates” in 

retrospect addresses listeners who assumed R&A were or had been lovers. For 1983’s 

Rise their ballads got classier, helped by the impossibility of linking the singer with the 

verse or chorus. To their credit, R&A dissolved gender stereotypes. For “My First Love,” 

later covered by R&B singer Avant in straightforward fashion in 2000, Moore sang sweet 

parts, Winbush sang the tough parts, sometimes switching places mid-song.  

 

I should note that R&A intended “My First Love” for young actress and budding singer 

named Janet Damito Jo Jackson, making her recording career debut in 1982. Although 

Jackson rejected it, her managers booked Winbush and Moore to write and produce 

several tracks on her eponymous debut. The banger “Young Love,” a #6 black hit, 

remains a fascinating what-if: what if Jackson had never met Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis 

on that cold day in Minneapolis in 1985? What if she had succumbed to the peripatetic 

recording life of the eighties R&B singer, reliant on the whims of producers? Or, more 

tantalizingly, what if R&A had kept providing her with material, as the album’s first side 

does? Savor “Young Love” for its kick drum, syncopated horns, and fascinatingly 

unvarnished Jackson vocal. 

 

[CLIP] 0:15 

 

Admirers of the era’s dance hits might also remember “Say You Do,” which made a 

welcome and unexpected appearance on Jackson’s 2008 Rock Witchu tour. 

 

After these modest hits, Rene & Angela released their third and final album. Although 

like its predecessors it did next to no crossover business, SCD became R&A’s 

breakthrough: after almost a year riding the Billboard album charts, it was certified gold 



and peaked at #64. It did even better on the Top Black Albums chart: #5 and a months-

long residence in the top ten. Plus, four consecutive top four black hits, including two 

#1s.  

 

Those lucky folks who grew up with R&A probably know this record best. And no 

wonder. A twitchy, almost entirely synthesized collection of dance tracks, ballads, and 

even a rap number, Street Called Desire boasts the duo’s strongest songwriting, thanks in 

part to Moore and Winbush’s performances. Playing at being lovers and generating a hell 

of a frisson anyway, R&A inhabited the tensions of a couple whose exposure to 

temptation reinforced their fealty to an arrangement that worked for them and may have 

looked like making-do to the rest of us.  

 

Indeed, I’ve often heard SCD as a technological update of Womack & Womack’s Love 

Wars, the 1983 classic that’s never sounded minor to these ears. As on LW, though, the 

male lead isn’t as compelling as his female co-star; I get impatient when Moore’s 

yearning sounds at best strained and at worst oleaginous on songs like “Drive Your 

Love.” Fortunately, Kurtis Blow helps on the #1 R&B “Save Your Love,” still one of the 

first hits to boast a rap part. It’s not great, but the way Winbush and Kurtis taunt each 

other around and around makes for delightful listening. 

 

[PLAY SNIPPET] 

 

Of course, if any white people have heard R&A, chances are it’s “I’ll Be Good,” a jam 

with a monstrous keyboard bass that peaked at #47 on the Hot 100, still the highest 

charting single of Winbush’s career, ever. Casual listeners will recognize it as the 

foundation for Foxy Brown and Jay-Z’s 1997 hit “I’ll Be.” What I love about “I’ll Be 

Good” is how every performance showcases R&A’s Rotating Keyboards of Funk 

Awesomeness. Even Dick Clark was impressed. 

 

[CLIP] 

 

But it’s Winbush’s “You Don’t Have to Cry” and especially “Your Smile,” the latter 

R&A’s second #1 in the spring of 1986, that anchor the collection. Atmospheric, thanks 

thick synthesized chords, these ballads coax the full power of Winbush’s chops. Like the 

Kate Bush sections of Peter Gabriel’s “Don’t Give Up” they’re reassurances in the face 

of a doom that ain’t going nowhere.  

 

[CLIP] 1:58. 

 

In an era when Midnight Starr could manage some MTV videoplay and a top twenty 

placement on the Hot 100, it’s not idle to speculate on why R&A didn’t manage a single 

pop crossover. I suspect their gifts worked against them—namely, Winbush’s vocal 

timbre. Undoubtedly powerful, mellifluent in its four-octave range, it’s not warm; she 

concedes nothing to white notions about gospel authenticity. Aretha Franklin she is not. 

On “Your Smile” she doesn’t celebrate the object of desire’s beauty so much as 



contemplate it, inserting these punctuative shrieks like a no-wave guitarist would with 

atonal skronk.  

 

 

[CLIP] 

 

What happened between Winbush and Moore remains a mystery. The end of R&A, 

though, was ignominious and ugly. “It was a shame to break up just when we finally got 

hot,” she said in an 1988 interview. “PolyGram didn't want us to break up. But there was 

no choice. I couldn't work with him anymore." 

 

Each claimed the other took unnecessary credit for the songwriting and performing. "The 

forerunners never get the credit. I was one of the first," Winbush told the St. Louis Post-

Dispatch in 2010. "But when I came through, it was during a time when men got all the 

credit. Nobody wanted to trust me alone, and that's why there is a Rene & Angela. I 

wrote a lot of the stuff by myself but had to split it to get it out there."  

 

Then, years later, allegations of abuse surfaced. In an episode of TV One’s “Unsung,” 

Winbush claimed that Moore, livid over the fact that she claimed undue credit for “Your 

Smile,” gave her a concussion and broke several ribs. Suit and countersuit followed. 

Moore floated from odd production job to job, presumably landing an impressive payday 

thanks to contributions to Michael Jackson’s 1995 compilation/new album HIStory. 

 

Emboldened, Winbush lent her songwriting and production chops to Stephanie Mills, 

whose career had stalled after “Never Knew a Love Like This Before” six years earlier. 

Now, for a testament to how well Winbush and Moore were writing and arranging in 

1986, I give you “I Have Learned to Respect the Power of Love.” Beginning in abjection 

and climaxing with a love-goes-on aria representing the best of the performative self-

definition in the gospel tradition, “IHLTRTPOL” was too powerful for pop programmers, 

too black. This…this is real testifyin’…. 

 

[CLIP] 4:15 

 

To score a hit as a woman of color on the Hot 100 in 1986 meant you had to be Janet 

Jackson or Aretha or Anita Baker or as a part of The Jets, all of whom represent discrete 

slices of black music; but the crossover rules allowed only one at a time. Theoretically, 

Mills—by extension, Winbush—should have had her moment, thanks to the enormous 

crossover success of Baker, about whose impact Nelson George wrote in 1988’s The 

Death of Rhythm & Blues wrote, “showed how superficially so many divas had pursued 

their crossover dreams, diluting the power of their voices in the process.”  

 

In the meantime, Winbush’s solo career got off to a hot start with 1987’s Sharp—how 

couldn’t it with this sleeve [SHOW SLEEVE]? Organized around the classic fast 

side/slow side division, here called, appropriately, the “Slammin’ Side” versus the “Quiet 

Storm Side,” Sharp is a model of pristine late eighties electro R&B before new jack 

swing toughened everyone’s beats yet again. This material could’ve appeared on the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PolyGram
http://www.stltoday.com/entertainment/music/angela-winbush-tells-of-career-struggles-cancer-battle-in-unsung/article_0e363b2f-81d3-52bd-af35-e916b93208a6.html
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mythical fifth R&A album, albeit stripped of Moore’s vocals and keyboards. Even in a 

climate already steeled by the success of Janet Jackson’s Control couldn’t soften the 

preconceptions of CHR programmers against music made by black women who were 

neither ingenues nor Sade or Anita Baker. Instead, black radio demonstrated its affection 

for Winbush by granting her yet another #1, the ballad “Angel,” a body double for 

R&A’s “Your Smile” only if you grant that “The Twist” and “Let’s Twist Again” are 

carbon copies—and so what if they are?  

 

Winbush would write and produce another R&B-only #1 for Mills ["Something in the 

Way (You Make Me Feel)],” in 1989 during a period when extra-curricular activities and 

her personal life intersected. In 1986, impresario Benny Medina approached Winbush 

about helping the Isley Brothers, at the nadir of their career after the youngest members 

split from the group, called themselves Isley-Jasper-Isley and scored a considerable hit 

with “Caravan of Love.” Producing and co-writing songs with Ronald and Rudolph Isley 

produced 1987’s Smooth Sailin’, electro R&B that sounds like a really consistent Kool & 

the Gang record but with excellent synthesizer work and programming, almost all by 

Winbush hersef. Although the title track became the hit, opener “Everything is Alright” is 

the juiciest vocalizing of Ronald’s since the Carter administration. Encouraging him to 

quote the late fifties Isleys classic “Shout!” over the outro, Winbush bridges a past that 

threatened to ossify in the era of Dirty Dancing and a present full of unexamined 

possibilities.  

 

[CLIP] 4:00 

 

The partnership with Ronald continued into the next decade; by 1989’s Spend the Night 

Winbush and Ronald insisted on the fiction of The Isley Brothers while recording what 

was a solo album (I have no idea whether she urged him to co-sing Rod Stewart’s hit 

1990 cover of “This Old Heart of Mine.”) The couple hooked up romantically; the R&B 

audience got to see Winbush playing the synth-armed wife like she never was during the 

R&A days. She did sound distracted: her last solo R&B hit, “Treat U Rite,” was the first 

she neither wrote nor produced. There’s more energy in The Isley Brothers’ 1996 album 

Mission to Please, a remarkable double platinum-certified comeback benefitting from 

Ronald’s R. Kelly collaboration “Down Low (Nobody Has to Know).”  Both are solid; 

the keeper is “"Floatin' on Your Love,” which, unbelievably, still didn’t cross over pop 

despite booming business for the likes of Keith Sweat, Mary J. Blige, and Ginuwine. 

Even better is the Sean "Puffy" Combs Bad Boy remix w/a ferocious guest rap by Lil' 

Kim and backing by112.  

 

[CLIP] 

 

------------------ 

 

The ensuing half-decade epitomized pre-millennium tension for Winbush: a diagnosis of 

Stage 3 ovarian cancer, a divorce from Isley in 2002, depression. Despite the triumph of 

R&B in the first decade of the 2000s ageism and the continuation of what critic Rashod 

Ollison called “the culture erasure of the Reagan era”—the disappearance of the totems 

https://pilotonline.com/entertainment/music/behind-the-groove/article_e7b6bc94-bffb-55f6-a06e-b06e4c4f8469.html
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of black American cultural life except as sample fodder, often repurposed for white 

consumption.  

 

To argue for the re-discovery of Angela Winbush is absurd. Turn on quiet storm radio 

tonight and you’ll hear “Your Smile” or “I Love You More.” She’s been here all the time, 

hiding in plain sight.  

 

With one foot on the sacred ground of religious music, Winbush never forsook R&B—

and still shipped gold. Hers was a career that interrogated the depth of her audience’s 

roots in the music of Sunday morning. Her self-development honors the invocation in the 

Book of Isaiah: “But the Lord GOD helps me; therefore I have not been disgraced; 

therefore I have set my face like a flint, and I know that I shall not be put to shame.”  

 

Thank you. 

 


